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the windows cli is a command line tool that you can use to interact with windows. the windows cli is the command line
when you need to do things behind the scenes, like configure your system or troubleshoot network problems. the
command-line interface allows you to understand and manage windows, processes, and applications. also part of

windows 10 is an app for finding new apps to add to your start menu and/or taskbar. microsoft gets a cut of any that
you use, if you open them and add them to the windows store. they show up on the start menu and taskbar as pinned

apps, making it easy to get to any of your favorite. there are now two new ways to get those apps: either you can
simply head to the windows store and add them to the start menu, or, if you can install apps from the windows store, a
new command-line tool will show you which apps on your system are available to add to the start menu and taskbar.

microsoft edge also has integrated images. you can click the share icon in the address bar, and from there upload
images and videos right from the same browser as you edit them. the windows cli can also generate images and

movies. microsoft's scriptcenter for the web, launched in 2013, lets you use html5 and javascript to create powerful
functional rich web-apps. in january of this year, microsoft unofficially revealed the next version, code-named

draftsight. instead of enabling functions across the whole web page, like scriptcenter does, draftsight will enable
specific functions only when a specific element is clicked or tapped. this will bring the power of the windows app dev

community to the web. the new microsoft scriptcenter has been previewed for a few weeks and is expected to be
released publicly in the coming months.
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on the new windows, familiar layout uses your vertical mouse position to show a label over the selected tab or window.
microsoft developed a feature called quick action, that lets you get your files, mail, and other tasks done with one-

click. microsoft edge, the new default browser in windows 10, adds tab management tools, too. and now with the new
sidebar, you can preview tabs without needing to close and reopen a browser window. (the windows edge insider

builds now have a sidebar, not a tab preview, in order to make this feature easier to try.) in the windows store, the side
bar offers more info about the app (like what time it was added to the store and downloads numbers), and tabs from
the other apps you have open, allowing you to switch easily back and forth to the apps you need. to make it easier to
switch between your open programs, microsoft is introducing the concept of app shortcuts. app shortcuts let you open
up a program from the windows taskbar and they show your pinned app there too. a taskbar link opens up the relevant

app from the start menu, and if you click on the app icon in the start menu, it'll open the app straight away. on the
start menu, pinned apps show alongside your pinned items like videos, games and links. windows 10 includes the one-
stop-shop for you to manage your office 365 email, calendars and more, including onedrive, microsoft teams, as well

as office (including outlook) software. users can manage their files, folders, and other apps from within the files app on
windows, and they can easily create a shared or public link to that folder in email or elsewhere. users can also easily

create a shortcut or tile to the folder in the start menu and start screen as well. 5ec8ef588b
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